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SOME INVARIANTS OF LIE ALGEBROIDS OP PRINCIPAL FIBRE BUNDLES 
Jan KuЪarski 
0. INTRODUCTION 
0.1. Introduced Ъy J.Pradines I14l,t15l, the Lie functor for 
principal fiЪre Ъundles is examined in this paper. ít assignэ some 
Lie algeЪroid to a given principal fiЪre Ъundle (pfЪ for short) and 
plays an analogous role as the Lie functor for Lie groups. 
0.2. By a (transitive) Lie algebroid (on a manifold M) we shall 
mean an oЪject 
(0) A - (AtŁf.l,т) 
consist ing of 
1 • a vector Ъundle A over Mf 
2. two mapping (L», •!! :Sec A>See A —* SecA and т s A " ^ ™ such 
that 
( a ) (SecA f C«, .J ) i an IR-Lie algeЪra, 
(b) т s A —* ™ i s a n epimorphism of vector Ъundle f 
( c ) l | f f . t j l - f. үjБ + (т
в ţ ) ( f )*Лt |,тjбSecAf fбC^M). 
0*3. With each Lie algeЪroid ( 0 ) we assoc iate a hort exact e-
quence 
( 1 ) 0 >ţ(A) <-—> A -2-* TM * 0 
where q;(A)- KeгT> ca"-led the Atiyah sequence aэ igned to (0). In 





тjБ(зc) where £,y)€SecAf |(x) « vf rj(x) « wf v,w*£<£(A) |x. 
ţ(A)jx i called the ieotropy Lie algeЪra of (0) at x. 
This paper i in final form and no ver ion of it will Ъe зuЪmitted 
for puЪlication eleewhere 
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0.4* Por any Lie algebroid (0) on a connected manifold M, the ve-
ctor Ъundle ţ(A) is a Lie algebra Ъundle (71, C91, C111. 
0.5. A (strong) homomorphism of algebгoids 
H:(A, l.,-Л,
T
) -*(A',E.,-1Ґ ,r) 
is a strong homomorphism H:A —+ k' of vector Ъundles, such that 
(a) y-oH-y, 
(b) SecH:ЗecA —^SecA^ is a homomorphism of Lie algebras. 
H determines a homomorphism of the associated Atiyah sequences: 
0 — » ţ(A) C—-> A -̂ -* TM •> 0 IH° \l JH II 
0 — > ([(A')0--* A'—• TM • 0 
where H°» HI<£(A).. 
If H is a bisection, then H" is also a homomorphism of Lie al-
gebroids; H is then called an Isomorphism of Lie algebroids. 
0.6. There are three (equivalent) natural constructions of the 
Lie algebroid A(P) for a given pfb P»P(M,G) (see CH, [71, C141, 
H5J): 
1. A(P) - T.^G, 
2. A(P) » A(PP~1), 
3. A(P) - W1(P)x&l(IR
nX<j:). 
0.7» In the theory of Lie groups it is well known that two Lie 
groups are locally isomorphic iff their Lie algebras are isomorphic. 
The question : 
— What this problem looks like for pfb's ? 
is answered in this paper. A suitable notion of a local homomorphism 
(and a local isomorphism) between pfb's is found (chapter 1). 
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0.8. By a local homomorphism L isomorphism 3 of pfVs 
gr-.PCMjG) —*P'(M,G') 
we shall mean (definition 2.1) each family 
(2) <?- l(-?t.»*t>' teTj 
of partial homomorphisms C isomorphisms ] (F^,^) :P pD^ —• P' pro-
vided some compatibility axioms are satisfied. 
Every local homomorphism (2) defines an homomorphism of Lie alge-
broids d<?:A(P) —»A(P') (proposition 2.2) and conversely every 
homomorphism of the Lie algebroids comes from some local homomorphi-
sm of the pfb's (theorem 2.4)• 
0.9* Two pfb's (over the same manifold) are locally isomorphic 
iff their Lie algebroids are isomorphic (theorem 2.5). 
From the above we see that the inyariants_of Lie algebroids_of 
rjfb's are the same_as the inyariants_of local isomorphisms_between 
TJfVs. 
0.10. It turns out that some invariants of pfb's are invariants 
of local isomorphisms so they are then de facto some notions of Lie 
algebroids. For example: 
1. the Ad-associated Lie algebra bundle ^P): 8 8?/^, (see 1.10), 
2. the flatness (see chapter 2), 
3. the Chern-Weil homomorphism (for some local isomorphisms, cha-
pter 3). 
0.11. One of our main questions is: 
— How much information about a given pfb P is carried by the 
Ad-associated Lie algebra bundle (f(P) ? 
It turns out that sometimes none: 
— If G is abelian, then (£(P) is trivial (see 1.10), 
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and sometimes much, and most if G is semisimple: 
— Two pfVs with semisimple structural Lie groups are locally i-
somorphic iff their Ad-associated Lie algebra bundles are isomorphic 
(Corollary 5.9). 
0.12. All the differential manifolds considered in the present 
paper are assumed to be smooth (ie C®) and Hausdorff. 
1. LIE ALGEBROID OF A PRINCIPAL FIBRE BUNDLE 
In this chapter we introduce some basic definitions and facts 
concerning the notion of the Lie algebroid of a pfb. For more deta-
ils, see [73T C91# 
1.1. Take any pfb P« P(M,G) with the projection or:P —-> M and 
the action R:PXG—* P, and define the action 
RT:TPXG-* TP, (v,a) t~± ( R ^ v , 
RQ being the right action of a on P . Denote by a 
A(P) 
T 
the space T R Q of all orbits of R with the quotient topology. 
Let [v3 denote the orbit through v and 
1tA:TP -->A(P), v I-* [v], 
the natural projection. To the end, we define the projection 
p:A(P) —*• M, [v] i-*orz, if V6T2P. 
For each point xeM, in the fibre p (x) there exists exactly 
one vector space structure (over E) such that [vj + [wj » [v+wl if 
Hp(v)«orp(w), TTp:TP —» P being the projection. 
*u«v—**w 
is then an isomorphism of vector spaces, zeP. 
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1.2. P(M,G) determines another pfb TP(TM,TG) with the projec-
tion 7t#:TP —>TM and the action R^:TP*TG —* TP [3] • Treating G 
as a closed Lie subgroup of TG, we see C43 that the structure of a 
Hausdorff Ĉ -mafcifold, such that % is a submersion, exists inA(P). 
1.3. For each local trivialization cp:UxG —+ P of P +he mapping 
(3) <fA:TUx<[--*p"1lU]cA(P), (v,w) H-* C<f̂ (v,w)3, 
is a diffeomorphism, where <£* TeG* 
1.4» The system 
(A(P),p,M) 
is a vector bundle and (3) is a (strong) isomorphism of the vector 
bundles (over UcM). 
1.5. For a trivial pfb P« MxG, we have: 
A(M,G) « T(MXG)/G ^ TMx<f, t(v,w)] i-» (v,8
R(w)), 
where 0 denotes the canonical right-invariant 1-form on G. 
1.6. Let SecA(P) denote the C^M^module of all C® global cross 
-sections of A(P), and 3R(P) - of all C® right-invariant vector 
fields on P. Each vector field X€$ (P) determines a cross-section 
X eSecA(P) in such a way that XQ(x)« CX(z)] for z eP . x , xsM. X is 
a C00 cross-section. The mapping 
(4) 2R(P) —>SecA(P), Xi->X0, 
is a homomorphism of Ca^M)-modules. 
1.7* For each cross-section T)6SecA(P), there exists exactly one 
C00 right-invariant vector field Yj'eOER(P) such that Crj'(z)] «-rj(itz). 
The mapping 
(5) SecA(P)—» 36R(P), *) *-**]'> 
is an isomorphism of C^M^-modules, inverse to (4). 
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1.8. We define an IR-Lie algebra structure in the E-vector space 
SecA(P) by demanding that (5) be an isomorphism of IR-Lie algebras. 
The bracket ([•,•! in SecA(P) must be defined by 
II^I - (C^fi|'3)0. 
We also take the mapping 
y:A(P) -—> TMf Cv) i—>ir̂ v. 
1.9* The object 
(6) A(P) - (A(?)f tt.f.lfT) 
is called the Lie algebroid of a pfb P(MfG). 
Here are the fundamental properties of (6): 
(a) (SecA(P)f !•,•])) is an IR-Lie algebra, 
(b) y is an epimorphism of vector bundles, 
(c) Sec T -SecA(P) —->3(M)f I^T
0!* is a homomorphism of Lie 
algebras f 
(d) C|,f •TJH « f*!L$,Y]l) + (To|)(f)*i), for feC^M), |tijeSecA(P)f 
(e) the vector bundle 
<£(P):»KerTcA(P) 
is a Lie algebra bundle (for definition, see for example B,p.3773) 
and for an arbitrary z&\xf 
(7) Ssi:-»t(p)|x' vH->tA2jV3, 




is a local trivialization of the Lie algebra bundle <£(P) (for an 
arbitrary local trivialization CD:UXG—• P ), where 0 denotes the 
null vector at xf and <£ - the Lie algebra of G defined by the ri-
ght-invariant vector fields on G (<£=- <|;l(G)0 ). 
By properties afd, (6) is a Lie algebroid. 
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A pfb P with discrete structural Lie group has a trivial Lie al-
gebroid, more exactly A(P)=TM. 
1.10. Cfc(P) is canonically isomorphic to the Ad-associated Lie 
algebra bundle -?*£<£• The mapping 
T:PxGcj: -*q;(P), Cz,v] *r+ g(v), 
is an isomorphism of Lie algebra bundles. 
Thus, the Ad-associated Lie algebra bundle^is an_invariant_of 
the Lie algebroid Qtja.jpt\>1 
If G is abelian, then <£(P) is trivial: £(P) * (Px<fyG
 c Mx<t:. 
1.11. By a (strong) homomorphism between pfb's P(MfG)f P'(M,G') 
we shall mean a pair (Ff JA) consisting of the mappings F:P —> P'f 
p:G •—• G' such that 
(a) %'**$*%t 
(b) fi is a homomorphism of Lie groups, 
(c) F(z»a)« F(z)»fx(a). 
If JA is an isomorphism then F is a diffeomorphism and 
(F" \ \ T ) is also a homomorphism between pfb's. (Ff|i) is then cal-
led an isomorphism of pfb's. 
Each homomorphism (Ff jJi):P(MfG) —* P'(MfG') determines a mapping 
dF:A(P) —*A(P') f tv3 •—> CF^vJ. dF is a homomorphism of Lie alge-
broids. 
The covariant functor P(MfG) i—>A(P)f (FfjO H-• dFf is called 
the Lie functor for pfb's. 
1.12. As we have said in the Introduction, the Lie algebroid of 
a pfb P can also be defined as the Lie algebroid A(PP"" ) of the 
Ehresmann Lie groupoid PP~ f via the construction of J.Pradines 
C143f C15K We recall these constructions. 
(a) Let § be any Lie groupoid C12.J. We put A($)»u*Tcl§ where 
T*$« Keroc^ (en - the source, u:M -—•§, x i—» u ^ u x - the unit over 
x). The bracket tt£,ijB of £frjeSecA($) is defined in such a way 
that the right-invariant vector field corresponding to Î ijll equals 
the Lie bracket of the corresponding right-invariant vector fields. 
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The mapping y :A(§) —.» TM is defined by r ( v ) a B# v (B " t n e t a r-
get). The system obtained (A(i), II., •]) ,r) is a Lie algehroid (for 
details see for example C53). 
(b) The Ehresmann Lie groupoid PP C23 is defined as follows: 
its space equals the space of orbits of the action (P/P).XG —*> PXP, 
((z..,z2),a) h-» (z..a,z2a), the source and the target are defined by 
<x( Cz .j ,z23) ̂ ftz.j, B( Cz1,z23)»%z2 (Cz^ZgJ being the orbit through 
( z . . , z 2 ) ) , the partial multiplication by Cz2,z33 • Cz..,z23 • Cz^9z33. 
1.13. p:A(P) —> A(PP*1), Cv3 ^cJ2i,zv, veTzP, zeP|x, where 
o>z:P —* (PP~ )jx, z' H-* Cz,z'.3, establish an isomorphism of the 
Lie algebroids. 
1.14* There exists a Lie algebroid which cannot be realized as 
the Lie algebroid of any pfb C103. 
2. THE NOTION OP A LOCAL HOMOMORPHISM BETWEEN PFB'S 
In the theory of Lie groups the following theorems hold: 
THEOREM A. If G.. and G2 are two Lie groups with Lie algebras 
q% and <j2, respectively, then, for each homomorphism h:^ —> <£2 
od Lie algebras, there exists a local homomorphism H:6o,ft —> G2 
(iQ, is open in G1 and contains the unit of G..) of Lie groups such 
that dH=h. 
THEOREM B. Two Lie groups G,. and G2 are locally isomorphic iff 
cr and q;2 are isomorphic. 
— What does this look like for pfb's? 
First of all, we know C6],C133, that the theorems similar to the 
above ones hold for Lie groupoids and algebroids, as well. Thus, we 
have only to discover how to define a suitable notion of a local ho-
momorphism between pfb's in order that it correspond to the notion 
of a local homomorphism between Lie groupoids. 
Here is an answer to this problem. 
2.1. DEFINITION. By a local homomorphism from a pfb P(M,G) in-
to a second one P'(M,G') we shall mean a family 
such that 
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(J=l(Ft,|at); teT> 
Ft:PZDDt -—> P, Dt open in Pf 
^ t : G 3 U t —* G, Ut open in ^, eeU^ 
provided the following properties hold: 
1. |At is a local homomorphism of Lie groups, 
2. U tlUD t] » M, 
3. ir/oFt»3rlDt (it and.lt' denote the projections), 
4. Ft(z.a)» Ft(z).^t(a) for z eDt and aeU t such that z.a€Dt. 
5. If t,teT, zeDt, aeG, z^a^D^, a'eG', z'eP' and 
Ft(z)« z





 i n s o me nhh of z»a, 
(b) n ^ *Ta/-i^t<»ra in some nbh of eeG (Ta(g)» aga~
1, geG ). 
If *1 and [JL are diffeomorphisms, then 
<*~1:» t(F t-V t-
1); tell 
is a local homomorphism, and <? is then called a local isomorphism. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let <?-- {(Ft,jxt); tcTV.P(M,G) —» P'(M,G') he 
a local homomorphism between pfb's. Then 
d<y:A(P)-->A(P'), Cv] •-» CF^vl, veTzP, zeDt, teT, 
is a correctly defined homomorphism of Lie algebroids. 
PROOF. The correctness of the definition of d<3F is easy to see. 
d^ is a C^-homomorphism of vector bundles. Indeed, for a point 
xeM, take an arbitrary teT such that xeitCD,.]. The smoothness of d<3F 
in some nbh of x follows from the fact that d9^3riXp"" [Dt] * 
«*' A °(V*«%p- 1 CD t ] . 
T / o d ? « 7 i s evident. 
Sec(d<30:Sec A(P) —»SecA(P") i s a homomorphism of Lie algebras. 
Indeed, for X€*R(P), the cross-sect ion d<¥«X0 of .A(P') induces 
the right- invariant vector f i e l d Y:«(d^X 0 ) ' on P' . The f i e ld XIDt 
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is -̂ -related to Yf which yields (by a standard calculation) that 
(dgr-I^.I^DlicCD^- ttd^oJ^d^^^lltCD^. 
The free choice of teT ends the proof. Q 
2.3. REMARK.' (1) It is easily seen that d^ is an isomorphism 
if ? is a local isomorphism. 
(2) We have d9G|;(P)lC<E(P") and we get the commuting diagram 
-2 „ ţ(P),x 
<*Ч>«|
 p ( z Г
 J(**>.xtøp>lx 
<t'— •<t(P')„ 
for t€Tf z6Dt (see (7)). 
2.4. THEOREM. Let h:A(P) —*-A(P') be any homomorphism of Lie 
algebroids. Then there exists a local homomorphism 
S:P(MfG) —*P'(MfG') such that d^» h. 
PROOF. (For details see £8.1). Take the Ehresmann Lie groupoids 
§:>-PP" and §':« P'p' corresponding to the pfb's P(MfG) and 
p'(MfG')» respectively. Let h:A($) —* A( §') be the homomorphism 
of Lie algebroids for which the diagram 
A(P) -*UA(P') 
»(#) - - » A ( * ) 
commutes, where p and p x are natural isomorphisms described in 
1.13. By theoremAf for Lie groupoids, there exists some local ho-
momorphism P: $Z5,Q. —-* §' f £2, being open in § and covering all 
units, of Lie groupoids such that dF = h. Nowf we are able to con-
struct some local homomorphism of pfb*s. 
It will be the family 
''-K^zz'^zz') ' (».«')ePQPM 
(P«P'-l(ZfZ')€PxP^ocz-TC'z')) where 
J,zz^£0z"1°Po^z,I)z' V V ^ ^ W . ^ 
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u x s M 71°F«U »U , U » u ~ 1 l£lC\ G,., 3 ^ z z ' r z ' *z z ' z ' z irz 
and coz:P —• § , z ' »—* [ z , z ' l , G^z i s the i s o t r o p y Lie group a t x , 
f*z:G —• G-^, a 1—• [ z , z a l , (a>zX, jmz, are de f ined i n a s i m i l a r 
manner) , s e e the f i g u r e : 
P' 
2.5» THEOREM. Two pfb's (over the same manifold) are locally 
isomorphic iff their Lie algebroids are isomorphic. D 
3. CONNECTIONS IN LIE ALGEBROIDS 
3.1. DEFINITION. By a connection in Lie algebroid (0) we mean a 
splitting of Atiyah sequence (1), ie a mapping 
(8) Л:TM —- A 
such t h a t ipoXa idrpM, s e e H I , or, e q u i v a l e n t l y , a subbundle B c A 
such t h a t A « q : ( A ) © B . 
A r x 
We define its connection form co :A —• <£(A) as a unique form 
such that co AI ([( A) * id and Kerc/ - 1m X. 
Let (8) be an arbitrary but fixed connection in (0) and let 
A - A(P) 
for some pfb P(M,G). For each point zeP, we define a subspace 
нî.«--»«*t*>"1'Ч,'cV« 
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3.2. PROPOSITION. z i—> H ^ , zeP, is a connection in P(M,G). D 
3.3. PROPOSITION. The correspondence 
(9) A H - * H X 
sets up a bisection between connections in (6) and in P(W>G). 
PROOF. Let H be any connection in P(-vsG). Put B|X
ssjrtzCHl 3 
where zeP | x, xeM. Evidently, A(P)|X» B|x©<t(P)|x and B | x is inde-
pendent of the choice of z €?._.. The vector subbundle B:« O B of 
IX x • x 
A(P) defines a connection 
A H« (TIB)"
1:TM —* A(P). 
The correspondence Hr->^ is inverse to (9). D 
Fix a connection H in a pfb P(M,G). It determines the connection 
form (J6.fi (P*q;) and the curvature form £ie£"l2(P;<j). Si is Ad-equ-
ivariant and horizontal at the same time p ] , ie is a basic % -valu-
ed form on P. Via the classical manner (see for example [3,p.4C61) 
the space -QB(P-.<£) of all basic <£-valued forms on P(M,G) is natu-
rally isomorphic to the space of all forms on M with values in the 
associated Lie algebra bundle PX(j<C: 
^B(P;(£) ̂ «(M;PX G(t), 0 t-»5 , 
®(x,-v1f...,vq) » Cz,0(zr-v^,...,v^)3, vi€TxM, 
where Z€P. , while v z denotes the horizontal lifting of v to TZP 
for V€TXM. 
Considering the canonical isomorphism PXQS. S <C(P) (see 1.10), 
we obtain an isomorphism 
*QB(P#0 ->A(M;<t(P)), 0 H-» ®M, 
(10) * z z 
© M ( x . j v 1 , . . . , v q ) » £(®(zr-v1f...fvq))f zcP|x. 
Via isomorphism (10) we define the so-called curvature base form 
(or the curvature tensor) Si^Cl (M.;<t(P)) of H. 
Now, let *:TM —*A(P) be the connection in (6) corresponding to 
H with connection form CJ . Of course 
wtx°*t« " 2#u,to • 
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3.4. PROPOSITION. 
(11) -ftM(X,Y) - -co
A(H>X,*.Yl), X,Y€*(M). 
PROOF. By the equality 7CAz(v
z) « ̂ (v), V€TxM, we see that, for 
X€£(M), the right-invariant vector field (><»X)' on P is equal to 
the horizontal lifting X of X. By the classical equality .?KX»Y) 
« -co( [X,Y3 ), we obtain our proposition. a 
3.5. COROLLARY. >• CX,Y] « 0>X,;\oYJ + fiM(X,Y). D 
3.6. COROLLARY, The following properties are equivalent to one 
another: 
(1) H is flat (ie SI' 0), 
(2) £ln-o, 
(3) Sec>:X(M) —> Sec A(P) is a homomorphism of Lie algebras. Q 
Any connection (8) in Lie algebroid (0) is called flat iff Sec ̂  
is a homomorphism of Lie algebras or, equivalently, if its curvature 
tensor Sl^ defined by (11) vanishes. 
Lie algebroid (0) is called flat iff it possesses a flat cannec-
tion. A pfb P(M»G) is flat iff its Lie algebroid (6) is flat. 
By theorem 2.5> we obtain 
3.7. COROLLARY. Ifbothpfb's P(M,G) and P'(M,G') are locally 
isomorphic and one of them is flat, then the second one is flat, too. 
Consequently, flatness_is an_invariant_of local Asp.mo.rphAsmsA 
3.8. EXAMPLE. Every trivial Lie algebroid is flat. The canonical 
flat connection in the trivial Lie algebroid TMxjis defined by 
> :TM —> TM*<£, v i—> (v,0)# 
3.9. COROLLARY. If Lie algebroid (6) of a pfb P(M,G) is tri-
vial, then P(M,G) is flat. 
4. THE CHERN-WEIL HOMOMORPHISM 
The main purpose of this chapter is to calculate the Chern-Weil 
homomorphism of a pfb via its Lie algebroid. 
We prove that the Chern-Weil homomorphisms of pfb's (over an arbi-
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trary but fixed connected manifold M) are invariants of some local 
isomorphisms between them and, in the case of pfb's with connected 
structural Lie groups, these homomorphisms are invariants of all lo-
cal isomorphisms. 
Let P(MfG) be any pfb with a Lie algebroid A(P). Let 
V<£* and V<t(P)* 
oJ 
die <£(P)*> respectively; 
be the k-symmetric power f the vector space <£* and the vector bun-
k k 
In the sequel any element of V < [ * (analogously of V(<[(P)|X)*) 
is treated as a symmetric k-linear homomorphism <£*...x<£—* 1R via 
the isomorphism 
vV-*£*ot,*o 
^...vt^c^ T)[) ^ F r E W v O . . . . . W v k ) ) . 
Define the mapping 
k k 
© . ( V * * ^ -* © ( s e c V<t(p)*) 
ecr)Y-\^(r
1)*(D 'x 
Л, for f €( Vq:*)j, where z€P.f xeM. Prom the Ad-invariance of P and 
the fact that (za)* » z«Ad af zePf a€Gf we see the correctness of 
this definition, ie the independence of ®(F)X of "the choice of z€PJx. 
Denote the image Im©k (®k:--©l( V<t*)-0 by (Sec ̂ (P)*)--. 
Of course, 
» k = ( V A ->(SecV<t(P)*)] 
is an isomorphism of vector spaces. 
k k 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Let TcSec V<t(P)* f then re (Sec V ^ P ) * ) ^ . 
iff, for any z.fZp6Pf we have 
4.2. THEOREM. The mapping 
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k k 
h
A ( P )
: & (Sec V
t
( P ) * )
I
 -> H(M) 
for which the diagram 
k k
 Д
v -i. y 
(Sec Vя:(P)*)
т
 Jł * H(M) 
(V**)-. 
commutes is defined by 
•k- .*, r n [ f ^ flM)J for r€(SecVq;(P) ) I 
k-times 
where Si,™ is the curvature base form of any connection in P and 
Q (SI jy->... ,i^M)(x;v1,..., v 2 k ) 
* i Z *gn*-rx(&M(x; vrco,v^C2)),...,^M(x;v^2^1},...,vffC2k))i 
vieTxM, x€M. 
PROOF. We must only prove that 
(12) **t(-9k-%(&M O M ) ) - -Vn....fft) 
where .fi-̂  and S^, are the curvature base form and the curvature form 
of the same connection in P. Both sides of (12) are horizontal forms 
so, to show the theorem, we must notice the equality on the horizon-
tal vectors only. D 
Now, we describe the relationship between the Chern-Weil homomorp-
hisms for local isomorphic pfVs. 
Let <£= {(F^.,^); tcT}:P(M,G) —* P'(M,G') be a local homomorphism 
between pfb's P(M,G) and P'(M,G') and let co'€ -Q,1(P',<i:') be a 
connection form on P^ where f.':«it(G')°. 
4>3. PROPOSITION. There exists exactly one connection form 
cJ€̂ i1(P;cj:) 
on P such that for each t£T 
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PROOF. Straightforward, for details see C81. • 
The connection form a> obtained in proposition 4.3 is called in­
duced by 9F from u>' • CJ and GO' induce some connections * and -*' 
in A(P) and A(P'), respectively, which next determine connection 
A A 
forms CJ and to' in them. The following diagram commutes 
<t(?) <-^— A(P) -^- TM 
|(d*)°A |d* ^ ц 
q-̂ P') „£__ A(PO -Л. TM. 
4»4» PROPOSITION. The relationship between the curvature base 
form ii
M
 and £1^ of CJ and co'A is described by the equality 
( d s ) ^ - * ^ ; . 




*- -coAdd9f(VX),<ig(>*Y)l --coAE^«Xfy-Yll 
4.5. PROPOSITION. If M is connected, then, for any t,t'€T, 
3re exist aeG 
nbh of eeG. a 
the and a'eG' such that M+*-ss'ra/..i
# H>+°'ta i*- some 
4>6. DEFINITION. A local isomorphism 9r is said to have a pro-
perty Ch-W if for all teT 
d3) V(Mt)^e[(\/q:'*)i-»c(Vq:^r 
or, equivalently, if there exists t€T such that (13) holds (by pro-
position 4»5) provided M is connected. 
4«7* EXAMPLE. 9 has a property Ch-W if it satisfies one of the 
following properties: 
(a) G is connected, 
(b) there exists t€T such that jm. can be extended to some glo-
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bally defined homomorphism G —* G' (provided M is connected), 








r o v i d e <
* M is connected). 
First, we easily show that each local isomorphism fulfilling pro­
perty (c) has a property Ch-W. Now, we trivially notice that 
(a) *» (c) and (b) «* (c). 
4.8. THEOREM. If 9 has a property Ch-W, then 







and the following diagram commutes: 
( \ V * ) x -^-* (Sec V t ( P ' ) * ) j - ^ * I I \k/ . > Л Л 0 VeL [ JVc«> 
PROOF. To prove the commutativity of the left-hand side of the 
above diagram, and inclusion (14), we need to notice that 






for PeCV^'*)}; and xeK. To end the proof, we assert that (by 4.4) 
nA ( p>. v"(dgo° CD - hA(p)(r-(d<j°x...xds0)) 
- ir.(d9°x...xd9=0)x(^M,...,riM)i 
• C!iC.Q'M,...,^'M)i 
- h A ( p '> . a 
4.9* COROLLARY. The Chern-Weil Jiomomorghismsof £f b fj3 j a r e . i n y a -
j r i a n t s of JLocal^isjomo^phisjng. hav.i.ag.tie j>r.o]2.er.tx CJi-Wt. In.tJie.ca.se. 
of ^pfb^s^with cjonne_cted a t^c tu j ra l .L ie^r jo i ipa , .tie.C^rji-We^i-L .tLOiao-
morphisms a re inva r i an t s of _a l l _lacal isojnornhisms, so t h i s i s a no-
t i o n of a Lie algebroid of such a pfb. 
5. A CLASSIFICATION OF LIE ALGEBROIDS WITH SEMISIMPLE ISOTROPY 
LIE ALGEBRAS 
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Let (A, !•,•!,y) be any Lie algebroid on a manifold M with the 
Lie algebra bundle <fl,. Let ^ :TK —-v A be any connection in this 
Lie algebroid, 
(15) 0 • <£<=—» A -2--* TM »0 
with the curvature base form Sl^eSl (M;qi). Corollary 3.5 s ta tes 
that 
( i ) t><>Xf̂ oY3l -» V t X , Y 3 - .Q,M(X,Y), X,Y€*(M). 
A determines a covariant derivative ^ in ty by the formula 
(ii) ^ X * " ^°x»6'» X€*(M)f ff€Secqt, 
V is called corresponding to ̂ . We notice that the bracket 
£•,•]} in the Lie algebra Sec A is uniquely determined by >>, V f 
ifiM and the Lie algebra structure in Secty, namely 
(iii) C^X+6;VY + T]JI--^otX,Yl-^M(XfY) + V x ^ - V ^ + CV)3, 
X,Y6X(M), ff^eSecty (see also C93). 
V determines the so-called exterior covariant derivative in 
^i(M;CH) by the classical formula. 
5.1* PROPOSITION. The elements V and ,Q M fulfil the following 
assertions: 
(1°) R x Y * " CQM(X,Y),63, X,Ye.3e(M), CeSeccj, where R deno-
tes the curvature tensor of V , ie 
V 2 * *- LQM9619 6eSecq(, (the Ricci identity), 
(2°) VxC<5ff)3« CVX^,13+ C6,^x^3, Xe3E(K), f̂nrj€Secq(f ie V 
is a Z-connection in (qrf fC*,*^), called in the sequel a 21 -connec-
2 1 tion in <J, where C«,»l denotes here a cross-section of <ff ' such 
that C«,*3X is the Lie algebra structure of <£|x (for the defini-
tion of Z. -connection see C31), 
(3°) V f i M » 0 (the Bianchi identity). 
5*2. THEOREM. (see also C83,C9l). 
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(a) Let a system (<£, V,.QM) be given, consisting of 
( 1) a Lie algebra bundle (( on a manifold M# 
(2) a covariant derivative V in %f 
(3) a 2-form ^ ^ ^ ( M ; ^ ) , 
fulfilling conditions (1°)T(3°) (from proposition 5»1)» Then, for 
arbitrary vector bundle ADcj and mappings yf A, such that 
(*) in the diagram (15) the row is exact and y*7i • id™, 
there exists in the vector space SecA exactly one Lie algebra stru-
cture £•,•! such that the equalities (i) and (ii) hold. The bra-
cket &•,•) is defined by formula (iii). 
The system (A, !•,•!,f) is a Lie algebroid with the Lie algebra 
bundle equal to <£ . 
(b) For another vector bundle k'z><$, (on M) and mappings y'f %', 
fulfilling the analogous properties, there exists exactly one isomor-
phism F:A'—* A of Lie algebroids such that the diagram 
fy (=—> A' -Z-* TM 
II | II 
y C_+ A -2L-> TM 
commutes. F is defined by the formula F(?/v+ w) »^v+ w, veTM, we()[» 
(c) If iQ,̂ -- 0, then the Lie algebroid constructed in (a) is flat. 
PROOF. Straightforward calculations (see C81). D 
Let At X,:TM —J-A be two connections in (A, (!•, •! ,y). Then 
c:*-A.j-.X has its values in the bundle cj. 
5.3. PROPOSITION. If V, V1 are two covariant derivatives in 
<fl corresponding to A, >1t respectively, thenVaVj iff c:TM —• ̂  
is a central homomorphism, ie such that c(v) belongs to the centre 
of the Lie algebra q(|x for V€TXM, xeM. D 
5.4* COROLLARY. If the isotropy Lie algebras are without the cen-
tre, then to different connections there correspond different cova-
riant derivatives. • 
Let Cfl, be any bundle of semisimple Lie algebras-on a manifold M# 
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5.5» PROPOSITION. For any T-connection V in <j, there exists 
exactly one 2-form tQ,M€,ft, (M;<j) fulfilling condition (1°) from 
proposition 5.1. -f^M fulfils the Bianchi identity (3°). 
PROOF. It is easy to check that Rv W:<|[|X —* cj;|x for v,w€TxM 
is a differentiation of the Lie algebra <$ . , R being the curvature 
tensor of V * From the assumption that qr. is semisimple% we have 
the existence and the uniqueness of an element iQ.M(x;v,w)e<][| such 
that 
Rv,v/U) "" C.QM(x;v,w),u], u€qt|x. 
Of course, we have thus defined a 2-form ii,M^ft (M;(Jl). 
By standard calculations we obtain the equalities: 
CV£VX,Y,Z),<J] - cvx(aM(Y,z)),6i- CVY(.ftM(X,Z)),*] 
+ CVz(ftM(X,Y)),*]- C&M(CX,Y],Z),S] 
+ C^M( CX,Z!,Y),<S] - tilM( CY,Z],X),«] 
— VX<RY,Z6>+R*,Z( V >
 + V Y ( R X , Z ^ 
-R X f Z(\7 T<f)-V z(R X iY^
 + Bxfy(7z«) 
+ RCX,Y3,Ze-RtX,Z],Y<r+RCY,Z1,X6' 
- o, 
which implies the Bianchi identity V , Q M * 0. 
5.6. PROPOSITION. If <£ is the Lie algebra bundle assigned to a 
Lie algebroid (A, ![•, •]) 9y)9 and a covariant derivative ^ in <j[ 
corresponds to a connection A» then the 2-form -Q,Mfc.Q, (
Mr<|() defined 
by (1°) is exactly the curvature base form of ̂ # 
PROOF, We need to notice that R^ ̂  *» - O C X , Y l - a^oX,>YB,<sj 
knowing that V x * = !L>
#X,6:D; but this is a standard calculation.- o 
5.7* THEOREM. For a given Lie algebra bundle (£ whose fibres are 
semisimple, there exists exactly one (up to an isomorphism) Lie al-
gebroid A for which <£(A)«oj. 
PROOF. The existence: According to C3,p.380j, there exists in aj 
a £ -connection. Let A, y, ̂  be elements as before (see (15) and 
(*) in theorem 5.2). Give any £ -connection ^ in (fl and the 2-form 
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•iTiMelfl
2(M;(j) fulfilling (1°). For this homomorphism A, we define in 
A some structure of a Lie algebroid (A, !•, -.D ,y) according to theo-
rem 5»2 and proposition 5»5» 
The uniqueness^: Let (A, !•, •!! ,y) be any Lie algebroid for which 
<[(A)--ar. Let V* denote the covariant derivative in (fy corresponding 
to a connection ^ :TM —>A. 
LEMMA. The correspondence Jt i—*V establishes a bisection be-
tween the set of all connections in (A, !!•, »J|, y) and the set of all 
X-connections in<£. 
PROOF. By corollary 5.4, this correspondence is an injection. 
Let V D e an arbitrary 21 -connection in <j[. Of course, T-= V - ^ is 
a tensor 
T :TM*.]£—» <£ 
where V0is the Z -connection corresponding to an arbitrary but fixed 
connection X . Besides, 
V V S * V 0 V * +
 T(v,G(x)), veTxM, ̂ 6Sec<|t, xcM. 
V/e want to find a homomorphism c:TM —*• <fl such that 
V v * = BK^0+c)v,CB, 
which will mean that 
V--V*o+c. 
First, we notice that T ( v » # ) - ^ | x —* <JCjx> v*TxM, is a differen-
tiation of the Lie algebra <jr\x» Because of the fact that <£. are 
semisimple, v/e see that the differentiation T(v,») is adjoint, 
which means that there exists exactly one element c(v) such 
that 
T(v,0» Cc(v)tO. 
It remains to show that the mapping c:TM —XJJ, v i—> c(v), is a 
C^-vector bundle homomorphism. Of course, it is a vector bundle homo-
morphism, so we must prove the smoothness of c only. Since y is a 
locally trivial Lie algebra bundle, the smoothness af c is obtained 
locally by the following assertions: 
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— For a Lie algebra J? without the centre, a manifold M and a 
C^-linear representation T : N . * ^ —*>>, such that T(v,0=- tc(v),»3t 
v€N, for some c:N — . - I 7 , we have: c is C 0 0. 
This assertion is easy to show, see the diagram: 
in which T(v)(w)= T(v,w). 
1 1 1 
The continuation_of the TJroof of_the_theorein: Let (A . I * , . J ,7" ) , 
(A , &•,•$ , x ) be two Lie a lgebroids for which 
<J;(A1) . <t;(A2) . (jr. 
Take an a r b i t r a r y 21 -connection V in <£, and denote by ^ i , A 0 , 
1 2 the corresponding connections in A ,A , r e s p e c t i c e l y (according to 
the lemma above). Then 
F:A1 —*- A2, ^.jV+ w h-^A2v+ w, V6TM, we ty, 
is an isomorphism of Lie algebroids. Indeed 
E(ffX,'X+^,A1oY + i lD)=P(^ 1oCX,Y3-ri M(X,Y)+ V ^ - V ^ + [*,*,:) ) 
« A2*CX,YJ-1fiM(X,Y)+ V x r j - V Y $ + C£,il 
5*8. COROLLARY. Two pfb's with semisimple structural Lie groups 
are locally isomorphic iff their associated Lie algebra bundles are 
isomorphic. 
5«9» QUESTION. Are two pfb's globally isomorphic provided (a) 
their structural Lie groups are connected, semisimple and isomorphic, 
(b) their Ad-associated Lie algebra bundles are isomorphic? 
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